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You’ll feel it with every drive. In every twist and every turn. It’s our 
unwavering commitment to move you, not only today, but well into 
tomorrow as we relentlessly reimagine the future of mobility. 

With our eyes on the horizon, we’re committed to creating a future  
where all of humankind is empowered with the freedom to move.
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Legendary 
strength

Cover: 4x4 Rugged X Double-Cab Pick-Up in Feverish Red.¹ Fresh water crossing shown.
This page: 4x4 Rogue Double-Cab Pick-Up in Silver Sky.¹ 4x4 Rugged X Double-Cab Pick-Up in Feverish Red.¹ 4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Crystal Pearl¹ shown. 3

With over 40 years of hard working heritage, HiLux has 
built a legendary reputation. It’s the trusted partner for 
those who want to get the job done, then be equally 
ready when it’s time to play.

Today, HiLux is even tougher and packed with the latest 
technology. Every feature has undergone rigorous 
durability testing to ensure it’s equally at home in the 
outback or the city, including suspension specially 
tuned to meet the demands of Australian conditions.  

HiLux Rugged X was developed and tested here in Australia 
using years of local knowledge and experience.

From the WorkMate all the way through to Rugged X, every 
HiLux has been designed and built to meet Toyota’s highest 
standards. This makes them as tough as the Australian 
Outback, yet superbly refined to accommodate any family 
adventure or social occasion. 

With such unbreakable spirit, the HiLux range has never  
been stronger.



Unmistakably bold

 4x4 Rogue Double-Cab Pick-Up in Silver Sky¹,² shown 4

The bold, cutting edge exterior lines of HiLux 
create a truly powerful yet contemporary 
presence, whether you’re on the worksite or  
out on the road.

The angular styling with extended wheel  
arches featured on all HiLux wide-body styles 
(applicable to certain variants only) creates  

33 different configurations across the range,  
so you can find your perfect match.

Up front, the trapezoid grille and well defined 
halogen headlamps on WorkMate and SR rise  
to LED headlamps, foglamps and distinctive 
taillamps on SR5, Rogue and Rugged X.  
The privacy glass on every HiLux SR5 also 

provides an extra touch of practical refinement.

With the proven combination of on-road comfort 
and work hardened capability, HiLux delivers the 
ultimate in style, strength and choice to  
suit your needs.



4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Crystal Pearl¹ shown 5



The robust exterior features of HiLux are finely balanced by the 
latest technology and advanced creature comforts that create the 
perfect interior in which to work, travel and play.

You can jump in and get moving with added hands free convenience 
of smart entry and start system on SR5, Rogue and Rugged X.

The 8" colour touchscreen display provides seamless connectivity 
using Apple CarPlay®³ and Android Auto™,³ including access to 
Siri® Eyes Free and Google Now™ voice commands³ (speak to  
your dealer about device compatibility). Enjoy 9-speaker sound 
with the JBL®⁴ premium audio system on Rogue and Rugged X,  
with six speakers on SR and SR5 (Double-Cab only) and two 
speakers on WorkMate. Other handy features include Bluetooth®⁵,⁶ 
connectivity, enhanced voice recognition and the reversing camera 
(available on Pick-Up models only), with a Panoramic View Monitor 
on Rogue.

Satellite navigation with SUNA™,⁷ traffic updates and Digital  
Radio (DAB) is standard on SR5, Rogue and Rugged X. The 4.2"  
Multi-Information Display provides essential driving support 
information right where you need to see it. This includes front 
wheel turn angle and also indication from the front and rear sonar 
parking on SR5 (Pick-Up models only) and Rogue.⁸ On cooler days, 
you’ll appreciate the warmth of heated front seats in Rogue, 
Rugged X and as an option on SR5 (Pick-Up models only). 

Find your perfect space to work and play inside the HiLux.

Equipped for 
work and play
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A  Leather accented steering wheel – Excludes WorkMate and SR models 
 – Rogue shown

B Front air-conditioned cooler box – Excludes WorkMate models – SR5 shown 
C   Apple CarPlay®³ and Android Auto™,³ – SR shown (all images indicative only)
D Reversing camera⁸ – Pick-Up only – WorkMate shown
E Smart start engine button – SR5, Rogue and Rugged X only – SR5 shown



Built for 
action

4x4 Rogue Double-Cab Pick-Up in Silver Sky¹ shown 7

On the road, off-road, on the job or wherever you steer your 
HiLux, you can be confident it’ll be up to the task with an 
inspired range of well-considered features and innovations.

Hard-wearing floor mats are standard, including carpet mats 
in Rogue and all-weather in Rugged X, which provide handy 
protection to help keep the interior looking fresh. In the SR, 
SR5, Rogue and Rugged X, the air-conditioned cooler box  
(not available on WorkMate) will help keep your favourite 
refreshments and snacks fresh to enjoy after work or on the 
school run. Plus, you’ll find multiple storage spaces that are all 
conveniently placed including bottle and cupholders as well as 
consoles to safely stash the essentials.

Front dual zone climate control on SR5, Rogue and Rugged X  
will maintain the temperature at the ideal level for maximum

comfort.  After dark, the electrochromatic interior mirror  
on Rogue and Rugged X automatically adjusts for night  
driving conditions.

The Motorised Roller Cover with resin sailplane sports bar  
on Rogue provides water and dust resistance in most situations  
to help keep your tools and gear secure and clean. It’s built 
tough with smart operation functions including anti-pinching, 
anti-tamper, adjustable aperture and cover speed control for 
smooth opening and closing. The LED lighting clearly 
illuminates the cargo space, plus you’ll find an integrated  
12V socket located in the rear tub. The tailgate can also  
open independently of the cover then centrally lock again.

Everything’s in place to make  
every day great with HiLux.



Powerful performers

 4x4 Rugged X Double-Cab Pick-Up in Feverish Red¹ shown 8

After over 40  years navigating harsh Australian 
terrain, cutting edge design and expert 
engineering, outstanding performance is integral 
to the HiLux DNA and helps deliver the strength 
and reliability you need when the going gets tough.

The 2.8L turbo diesel powers the SR, SR5, Rogue 
and Rugged X and produces 150kW of highly 
responsive power. It also produces an impressive 
500Nm of torque with the 6-speed automatic 
transmission and 420Nm with the 6-speed 
manual transmission. Featuring the latest 
powertrain thinking and technology, it can also 
achieve a highly efficient 7.1L/100km⁹ on the  
4x2 SR Double-Cab manual.

WorkMate is available in a choice of either  
2.7L petrol or 2.4L turbo diesel power.  
The petrol engine delivers 122kW of power with 
245Nm of torque with fuel efficiency of 
10.7L/100km⁹ achieved on the 4x2 WorkMate 
Double-Cab 5-speed manual. The turbo diesel 
produces 110kW of power with 400Nm of torque 
and can achieve a fuel efficiency of 6.9L/100km⁹ 
on 4x2 WorkMate Double-Cab 6-speed manual.

When it comes to shouldering the load, all HiLux 
4x4 models can tow up to 3,500kg braked towing 
capacity and 4x2 HiLux diesel up to 2,800kg 
braked towing capacity.²

Specialised features on Rugged X for added 
confidence driving off-road include the hoopless 
bull bar with an integrated LED lightbar and 
spread beam driving lights to brighten the path 
ahead. Heavy duty rock rails provide extra 
protection along each side while the steel 
recovery points,¹⁰ heavy duty rear step and 5mm 
thick high-tensile alloy bash plate will have you 
even more prepared for off-road action.

Plus, the drive mode select allows you to choose 
the optimum performance setting for the 
conditions, with ECO Mode for reduced power 
consumption, and Power Mode for sharper 
acceleration response and a more agile drive.



Travelling in HiLux means you’ll also enjoy the reassuring 
sense of protection that comes from a range of advanced 
safety features. 

The impact absorbing body is designed and built to 
reduce impact in a collision and the high tensile steel 
provides greater upper and underbody strength. The 
steering and suspension have also been tuned to local 
conditions to improve the overall ride comfort and 
handling when taking on rough roads and bumpy trails. 

There are seven SRS airbags fitted as standard that help provide 
a protective barrier around the interior space. On Double-Cab 
models, you’ll find ISOFIX anchors for two child restraints in the 
rear seat including two top tether anchors. 

When engaged, drive start control can automatically help 
suppress the impact of sudden acceleration. Should cross 
winds, road conditions or steering actions cause a trailer 
to begin to sway, Trailer Sway Control⁸ (TSC) is there to 
help to bring movement under control. 

On SR 4x4 Double-Cab automatic, SR5 4x4, Rogue and 
Rugged X, Downhill Assist Control⁸ (DAC) helps to prevent 
excessive speed and provide greater control on downhill 
slopes when activated.

Plus, you’ll have the added help of Toyota Safety Sense⁸ 
(TSS) fitted as standard on every HiLux across the range. 

Strong, smart 
and safe.
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Without Trailer Sway Control

With Trailer Sway Control

Various brake and engine torque controls

A Steel frame cut-away – Rogue shown 
B Reinforced chassis 
C Trailer Sway Control⁸ (TSC)
D Child restraint anchor – Double-Cab only – SR shown
All images indicative only and not to scale.



Pre-Collision Safety system with pedestrian 
and daytime cyclist detection

Pre-Collision Safety⁸ (PCS) system with pedestrian and daytime  
cyclist detection is a multi-stage warning system. Using an integrated 
camera and radar to help detect other vehicles in front of you,  
the PCS is designed to assist the driver where there is a likelihood  
of frontal collision with cars and pedestrians during day or night, 
or cyclists during the daytime. PCS includes a visible and audible 
alert of possible collisions, additional braking force to assist when 
you’re braking, and if a collision appears to be unavoidable 
automatic braking to help mitigate impact.

At Toyota, we believe it’s simply not enough to say  
“safety comes first” – we prove it. That’s why, in our  
ongoing pursuit of creating ever safer cars, now and into  
the future, we developed Toyota Safety Sense⁸ (TSS).  
A suite of active safety features designed to help support 
safe driving and help protect you and your passengers. 

HiLux features the latest TSS driver assistance 
technologies, aiming to recognise and help avoid certain 
hazards and collisions, giving you and your passengers 
greater peace of mind wherever you're headed. Please 
visit toyota.com.au for vehicle and specification 
information.

Toyota Safety Sense

10



Road Sign Assist 
(speed signs only)

Active Cruise Control 
(high-speed)

Lane Departure Alert  
with brake to steer

Road Sign Assist⁸ was developed to help recognise 
certain road speed signs and provide information 
to you. It displays the most recently recognised 
speed limit on the Multi Information Display.

Active Cruise Control⁸ is designed to help keep a 
constant distance between vehicles. It uses a 
millimeter wave radar to monitor the gap between 
your vehicle and the one in front, automatically 
accelerating or slowing down when needed to  
help you maintain a set distance.

Lane Departure Alert⁸ with brake to steer is 
designed to help prevent vehicles drifting from 
their lane by monitoring road markings, and 
providing a visible and audible alert should it 
detect any deviation from the lane. It may also 
apply additional steering force if needed to help 
you stay in your lane.

11All images indicative only and not to scale
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3 years complimentary access¹¹

Driving should be easy, enjoyable and safe. That’s why inside every connected 
Toyota you’ll find a suite of advanced features focused on safety, convenience 
and a better driving experience.

To learn more, please visit toyota.com.au/connected

Toyota Connected Services¹¹
Stolen Vehicle Tracking¹² (SVT)
Should the unthinkable unfortunately occur, 
you’ll have the peace of mind of knowing Toyota 
Stolen Vehicle Tracking (SVT) is designed to help 
find your missing vehicle. After filing a stolen 
vehicle report to the police, and providing your 
VIN and police report number to a Toyota Stolen 
Vehicle Assistance agent, the agent will validate 
your SVT subscription and initiate tracking. They 
can then provide updates to the police to assist 
with the potential recovery of your vehicle.

SOS Emergency Call¹⁴
If the situation ever arises where you require 
urgent assistance, it’s comforting to know help 
can be available at the touch of a button. In the 
event of a genuine emergency, you can speak 
directly to a Toyota Emergency Assistance agent, 
24/7, simply by pressing the dedicated SOS 
button in your vehicle. If required, they can direct 
emergency services to your vehicle’s location.

Automatic Collision 
Notification¹³ (ACN)
Every second counts when assistance is needed 
the most. Should an airbag deploy or a severe 
collision be detected by the impact sensors, 
Toyota Automatic Collision Notification (ACN)  
is designed to automatically connect with our 
24/7 Toyota Emergency Assistance call centre.  
If you're unable to communicate or respond,  
we'll immediately contact emergency services 
and direct them to your vehicle’s location.



Halogen headlamps and Daytime Running Lamps 
– 4x4 Double-Cab shown

• 2.7L petrol or 2.4L turbo diesel engine
• Engine immobiliser with alarm 
• 5-speed manual transmission – 4x2 only
• 6-speed manual transmission 
 – Hi-Rider and 4x4 only 
• 6-speed automatic transmission  
 – select variants only
•  16" steel wheels (17" on 4x2 Hi-Rider 

and 4x4 models)
• Raised suspension and underbody  
 package – Hi-Rider and 4x4 only
• Up to 3,500kg braked towing capacity²  
 – 4x4 only
• Reversing camera – Pick-Up only

• Automatic halogen headlamps  
 – light sensitive
• Halogen Daytime Running Lamps
• Power windows 
• 4.2" Multi Information Display (MID)
• Steering wheel with switches  
 including voice assistant activation,  
 telephone, audio and cruise control
• Toyota Safety Sense – including Lane  
 Departure Alert, Pre-Collision Safety  
 system with pedestrian detection  
 and daytime cyclist detection,  
 Road Sign Assist (speed signs only) 
 and Active Cruise Control (high-speed)

•  Toyota Connected Services¹¹ with  
3 years complimentary access – 
including Stolen Vehicle Tracking¹² 
(SVT), Automatic Collision 
Notification¹³ (ACN) and SOS 
Emergency Call¹⁴ (SOS)

• Air conditioning 
• 8" colour touchscreen display 
• Apple CarPlay®³ and Android Auto™,3  
 with Voice Assistant³
• Bluetooth®⁵,⁶ connectivity
• USB port
• All-weather floor mats 

HiLux Workmate
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Reversing camera⁸ – Pick-Up only

HiLux 4x2 WorkMate Single-Cab Cab-Chassis in Glacier White shown with  
optional Toyota Genuine tray body. All accessories sold separately

HiLux 4x4 WorkMate Extra-Cab Cab-Chassis in Graphite¹ shown with  
optional Toyota Genuine tray body. All accessories sold separately

Steering wheel controls  
– WorkMate Double-Cab model shown 



4.2" Multi Information Display (MID)

Front air-conditioned cooler box

The HiLux that’s ready to rise to any mission or occasion. In addition to, or in replacement of, WorkMate features:

• 2.8L turbo diesel engine
• 6-speed manual transmission
• 6-speed automatic transmission
• 4x2 Hi-Rider and 4x4 drivetrain options
• Front air-conditioned cooler box
• Rear differential lock – 4x4 only
• Premium fabric seats
• 60/40 rear seat (tip up)  
 – Double-Cab only 

• Black side steps
• Durable vinyl floor covering
• Front personal lamp
• Downhill Assist Control – 4x4 Double- 
 Cab Pick-Up automatic only
• 6 speakers – Double-Cab only
• Front passenger vanity mirror
• Power Mode Switch 

HiLux SR
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Side steps – SR Double-Cab model shown

HiLux Hi-Rider SR Double-Cab Pick-Up in Nebula Blue¹,¹⁵
SR Single-Cab front face design differs from images shown 

HiLux 4x4 SR Double-Cab Cab-Chassis in Silver Sky¹ shown with optional Toyota Genuine tray body.  
SR Single-Cab front face design differs from images shown. All accessories sold separately.



LED headlamps – 4x4 Double-Cab shown

Satellite navigation⁷ and  
colour touchscreen display

HiLux SR5
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Smart start engine button 

• Front and rear parking sensors  
 – Pick-Up only (not available on  
 Rugged X)
• Chrome lower bumper – Pick-Up only  
 and radiator grille surrounds 
• Stainless steel sports bar
• LED headlamps, rear taillamps  
 and foglamps
• Chrome power adjust and retractable  
 exterior mirrors
• Heated exterior mirrors   
 – 4x4 SR5 Double-Cab only

• Automatic headlamp levelling
• Front dual zone climate control
• Power windows
• Premium gear lever and steering wheel
• 220V accessory socket – Double-Cab only
• Satellite navigation
• Digital radio
Option pack
• Leather accented seat trim
• Power adjustable driver’s seat – 8-way
• Driver and front passenger heated seats

The head turning HiLux that packs a punch. In addition to, or in replacement of, SR features:

• 2.8L turbo diesel engine
• 6-speed intelligent Manual  
 Transmission (i-MT) 
• 6-speed automatic transmission
• Tow bar receiver – tow ball, tongue  
 and wiring harness sold separately
• 18" alloy wheels
• Full size spare wheel – alloy
• Smart entry and start system 
• Privacy glass – rear side and rear only

HiLux 4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Crystal Pearl¹ HiLux 4x4 SR5 Extra-Cab Pick-Up in Eclipse Black¹



Motorised roller cover with resin sports bar 

Leather accented seat trim – perforated –
with heated front seats

HiLux Rogue
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Unique wheelarch mouldings

• Tow bar, tow ball and tongue
• Trailer wiring harness – 7-pin flat
• Satin Black exterior door handles  
 and mirror scalps 
• Matte hairline door trim ornament 
• Unique Rogue grille
• Unique Rogue grade markings  
 – tailgate and body side
• Unique wheel arch mouldings 
• Marine grade carpet tub liner

• Motorised roller cover with resin  
 sailplane sports bar 
• Blue illumination for interior door trim  
 and dials 
• Electrochromatic interior mirror 
• 9-speaker JBL®⁴ premium audio
• Carpet floor mats

When you want a little more refinement, HiLux Rogue is the supreme choice of comfort, capability and style.  
In addition to, or in replacement of, SR5 features: 

• 2.8L turbo diesel engine
• 4x4 drivetrain
• 6-speed automatic transmission
• 18" Rogue alloy wheels
• Leather accented seat trim  
 – perforated 
• Driver and front passenger  
 heated seats
• Power adjustable driver’s seat – 8-way
• Panoramic View Monitor

HiLux 4x4 Rogue Double-Cab Pick-Up in Silver Sky¹



Rugged X decals

Hoopless steel front bullbar, LED light bar  
and spread beam driving lights

HiLux Rugged X
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Bash plate and recovery points¹⁰

• Heavy duty rear bumper
• LED light bar
• Spread beam driving lights
• Recovery points¹⁰ – front and rear
• Black functional sports bar with  
 recreational attachment points 
• Unique Rugged X grille
• Unique Rugged X body side and wheel  
 arch mouldings

• Satin Black exterior door handles  
 and mirror scalps 
• Matte hairline door trim ornament
• Black tailgate handle with Black garnish
• Driver and front passenger heated seats
• Power adjustable driver’s seat – 8-way
• All-weather floor mats

With an uncompromising combination of off-road capability and urban credibility, HiLux Rugged X is the ideal  
partner for your next adventure. In addition to, or in replacement of, SR5 features: 

• 2.8L turbo diesel engine
• 4x4 drivetrain
• 6-speed automatic transmission
• 17" Rugged alloy wheels
• Snorkel
• Rock rails
• Hoopless steel front bullbar  
 – winch compatible
• Bash Plate

HiLux 4x4 Rugged X Double-Cab Pick-Up in Feverish Red¹



Shades of strength

From more subtle shades to making a bolder statement, 
you’re spoilt for choice when it comes to colouring your 
HiLux just the way you want.¹⁶ Whether it’s as your hard-
working business partner or the ultimate getaway machine.

Inside, you’ll find HiLux finished with durable Black fabric 
trim or the Black leather accented trim as an option pack  
on SR5 and Black and Grey leather accented trim on  
Rogue and Rugged X.
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Glacier White 040 Crystal Pearl1 070

Silver Sky¹ 1D6 Graphite¹ 1G3

Nebula Blue¹ 8X2

Saturn Blue¹ 8X8

Eclipse Black¹ 218

Feverish Red¹ 3U5 Oxide Bronze¹ 6X1

COLOUR AND TRIM GUIDE
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WorkMate Black fabric seats (FC20) • • • • •¹⁵

SR
Black fabric seats (FD20) • • • • •¹⁵

Premium Black fabric seats (FE20) • • • • •¹⁵

SR5

Black fabric seats (FD20) • • • • •
Premium Black fabric seats (FE20) • • • • • •

Black leather accented premium interior
(LA20) – Optional • • • • • •

Rogue Black with Grey leather accented (LE21) • • • • • • • • •
Rugged X Black with Grey leather accented (LE21) • • • • • • • • •

Rugged X model shown



4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Crystal Pearl¹ accessorised with tow ball and  
tow tongue,² tub step, tub liner, rear recovery points¹⁰ and Black sports bar.¹⁹  
All accessories sold separately. 

4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Crystal Pearl¹ accessorised with 18" alloy wheels, premium steel  
bull bar with full size light bar (light bar fitting kit and driving light harness sold separately),  
side steps, side rails, snorkel, bonnet protector (Matte Black), weathershields, headlamp  
covers and body side mouldings (Black).¹⁹ All accessories sold separately. 

Built to last
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Every HiLux is built to put in a hard day’s effort. As great work partners to have, Toyota Genuine 
Accessories¹⁷ could help prepare your HiLux to handle even more on the job. All accessories have been 
developed, designed and tested in Australia to meet the rigours of Australian conditions and comply 
with all applicable safety regulations as well as being covered by a Toyota Warranty Advantage.¹⁸



4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Crystal Pearl¹ accessorised with 18" alloy 
wheels, tub step, side steps, premium steel bull bar, roof racks, bike carrier 
and generic bike, body side mouldings (Black) and Black sports bar.¹⁹  
All accessories sold separately.

4x4 SR5 Double-Cab Pick-Up in Silver Sky¹ accessorised with 17" alloy wheels (Black), steel bull bar with full size light 
bar (light bar fitting kit and driving light harness sold separately), bonnet protector (Matte Black), headlamp covers, 
dash cam, side steps, roof racks with generic awning, slimline weathershields, snorkel,front recovery points¹⁰ (steel 
bull bar undershield – recovery point compatible, sold separately) and side rails.¹⁹ Accessories sold separately.

Accessorise 
work and play
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HiLux is the ideal getaway partner when it’s time to put the tools down. Whether escaping with friends or 
family, you’ll discover the Toyota Genuine Accessories¹⁷ that help make it easier to carry your favourite 
recreational kit and head off on your next adventure. These high quality, stylish and functional accessories 
are ready to fit quickly and enhance your lifestyle needs.



A Commercial bull bar with  
full size light bar  
– light bar sold separately 

B Black nudge bar with  
full size light bar  
– light bar sold separately 

C Roof racks – kayak carrier  
sold separately

D Alloy bull bar 
E Polished nudge bar with  

full size light bar  
– light bar sold separately

F Tub liner
G Bonnet protector – tinted
H Canopy
I Tray
J Recovery points¹⁰ – front  

recovery point compatible  
steel bull bar undershield  
sold separately

K Tub step
L Trundle drawer (2100mm) 

– internal drawer dividers  
sold separately
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When you join the Toyota family, you  
get so much more than a new car feeling.  
You get a lifetime of benefits keeping  
you moving now and well into the future.

Discover your Toyota lifetime of  
advantages at toyota.com.au

The Toyota  
Advantage
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Discover the freedom of Toyota Access²⁰
Toyota Access puts you in complete control when 
buying a new car, with lower monthly repayments.²¹ 
Drive out of the Dealership with a clear road ahead 
then drive back a few years later with more options 
at your disposal than ever before. Whatever stage 
you’re at in life, Toyota Access puts you in the 
driver’s seat with flexibility and assurance. To 
discover Toyota Access for yourself, visit  
toyota.com.au/toyota-access

Capped price servicing²²
A new Toyota means you don’t have to worry about 
unexpected service costs. Every Toyota comes with  
a low, capped price service cost for a set number  
of years/kilometres. Pay the same low capped price  
from one eligible logbook service to the next for  
up to 3 years or 60,000km, whichever occurs first  
(including Toyota Genuine parts, labour and fluids).  
For the full benefits, consult a Toyota Dealer or visit  
toyota.com.au/advantage

Toyota Warranty Advantage 
Every new Toyota is built to exceptional standards.  
From 1 January 2019, Toyota vehicles are backed  
by a 5-year/unlimited kilometre warranty.²³ If your 
vehicle is properly serviced and maintained per its 
Warranty and Service Book, we’ll extend your 
engine and driveline warranty for an additional  
2 years,²⁴ giving you peace of mind for years to 
come. In the event of a claim covered by warranty, 
you are covered by 7 years emergency assistance 
including expenses related to car hire or towing if 
required. For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/owners/warranty

Finance to get you going
If you need a little help, Toyota Finance²⁵ can  
offer you a wide range of vehicle financing options. 
With Toyota Finance, you’ll have the peace of mind 
of dealing with one of Australia’s leading vehicle 
finance corporations with over 30 years experience. 
And with a range of flexible products and services 
to suit almost every need and circumstance, Toyota 
Finance can help find the right package for you or 
your business.

Insurance options
Our Comprehensive Motor Vehicle insurance  
policy is packed with great benefits including; 
agreed value cover, new vehicle replacement if  
your Toyota is written off within the first 3 years,  
use of Toyota Genuine Parts on authorised repairs 
within manufacturer's warranty, and a Lifetime 
Repair Guarantee.²⁶ For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/insurance

Extend your peace of mind
Whether it’s a flat tyre, lost keys or a flat battery,  
Toyota Extra Care Roadside Assist²⁷ is never more 
than a phone call away. Available 24 hours a day,  
7 days a week, our technicians are there to help  
you get back on the road. For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/insurance/roadside-assistance       



IMPORTANT NOTICE – PLEASE READ:  
Toyota Australia uses its best endeavours to ensure material is accurate at 
the time of publishing. All information must be confirmed with your Toyota 
Dealer at the time of ordering, as specifications, applicability and availability 
may change over time. Colours depicted are a guide only and may vary from 
actual colours due to the printing/display process. Toyota Australia reserves  

the right to change and/or discontinue, without notice, models, prices, 
colours, materials, equipment, specifications. To the extent permitted by 
law, Toyota Australia will not be liable for any damage or loss incurred from 
relying on the information and images contained in this material. Distributed 
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warranties regarding (and will not be liable for) accuracy of materials 
distributed in Western Australia. PART NUMBER: TYHILUXPACKBRO. PROOF 
HQ: T2021-017239. GTO-004683. VERSION: DECEMBER 2021.

Disclaimers and Notice
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1 Paint featured is an optional extra at additional cost.
2 Towing capacity subject to regulatory requirements, towbar and vehicle 

design and towing equipment limitations. Ask your dealer for Toyota 
Genuine Towbar capacity and availability details. 

3  CarPlay® is a trademark of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. Android Auto™ is a trademark of Google LLC. Siri® is a trademark 
of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries. Google Now™ is  
a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device, USB connection, 
mobile data, network reception and GPS signal. Mobile usage at user's 
cost. Apps subject to change. For details see toyota.com.au/connected

4 Product and company names are trademarks of their respective owners.
5 Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
6 Compatibility and functionality varies depending on device.
7 Service varies based on vehicle location. See sunatraffic.com.au
8 Driver assist feature. Only operates under certain conditions. Check your 

Owner’s Manual for explanation of limitations. Please drive safely.  
All images indicative only and not to scale.

9  Achieved in test conditions for comparison purposes only. Actual fuel 
consumption varies depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle 
condition, load and options/accessories fitted. Source: ADR81/02 
combined (L/100km) for manual/auto models.

10 Use of recovery points has safety risks which must be assessed and 
managed before every recovery operation. Incorrect use of the recovery 
points may result in death, serious injury or vehicle damage.  
Follow warnings and instructions provided on the vehicle and in  
the Owner’s Manual. 

11 Complimentary period ends 3 years from delivery date. Fees and charges 
may apply after expiry of complimentary period. Not available outside 
Australia or if services are disabled or terminated. Dependent on 3G/4G 
enabled DCM, GPS signal strength, mobile network coverage and other 
factors outside Toyota's control which can limit the ability or functionality  
of the system. Check your Owner's Manual for explanation of limitations. 
Please drive safely.

12 SVT – Not available outside Australia or if service is disabled or terminated. 
Dependent on sufficient battery power, 3G/4G enabled DCM, GPS signal 
strength, mobile network coverage, operational related components and 
other factors outside Toyota’s control which can limit the ability or 
functionality of the system. Guest required to obtain Police report. Vehicle 
location information, if available, only provided to Police. Vehicle recovery 
not guaranteed. For details, visit toyota.com.au/connected/faqs-support

13 ACN – Driver assist feature only. Not a substitute for safe driving practices. 
Not available outside Australia or if service is disabled or terminated.  
Only activates if vehicle’s DCM detects airbag deployment or an impact 
sensor notification. Dependent on 3G/4G enabled DCM, GPS signal 
strength, mobile network coverage, operational related components and 
other factors outside Toyota’s control which can limit the ability or 

functionality of the system. Check your Owner’s Manual for explanation  
of limitations. Please drive safely. 

14 SOS – Driver assist feature only. Not a substitute for safe driving practices. 
Not available outside Australia or if service is disabled or terminated.  
Only operates if vehicle’s SOS button is pressed. Dependent on 3G/4G 
enabled DCM, GPS signal strength, mobile network coverage, operational 
related components and other factors outside Toyota’s control which can 
limit the ability or functionality of the system. Check your Owner’s Manual 
for explanation of limitations. Please drive safely. 

15  Paint colour not available on extra cab variants. 
16 Toyota Australia reserves the right to vary or discontinue the current interior 

and exterior colours, trims and colour/trim/model combinations. Colours 
and trims displayed are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due 
to printing/display process. See your Toyota dealer to confirm availability 
when ordering your vehicle 

17 Toyota Genuine Accessories are not applicable to all models/grades.  
See your Toyota Dealer to confirm Accessories suitable for your vehicle. 
Toyota Australia uses its best endeavours to ensure material is accurate  
at the time of publishing. All information must be confirmed with your 
Toyota Dealer at the time of ordering, as specifications, applicability and 
availability may change over time. Colours displayed are a guide only and 
may vary from actual colours due to the printing/display process. Toyota 
Australia reserves the right to change and/or discontinue, without notice, 
prices, colours, materials, equipment and specifications. To the extent 
permitted by law, Toyota Australia will not be liable for any damage or  
loss incurred from relying on the information and images contained in this 
material. Consider the mass of your load and your selected accessories  
to ensure your vehicle will not exceed gross vehicle mass limits. Certain 
accessories when fitted may require removal of standard equipment,  
which may be retained by Toyota. Visit toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload 

18 Toyota Genuine Parts/Accessories purchased at and fitted to a Toyota 
vehicle by a Toyota Dealer are warranted for the remainder of that vehicle’s 
Toyota Warranty Advantage period, or 2 years from installation (whichever 
is greater). Genuine Parts/Accessories purchased from, but not fitted by,  
a Toyota Dealer are warranted for 2 years from date of purchase.  
See toyota.com.au for T&Cs. This warranty does not limit and may not 
necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.

19  HiLux SR5 models come fitted with a tow bar receiver as standard. 
20 Terms and conditions, fees and charges apply. Toyota Access Guaranteed 

Future Value products are available to approved customers of Toyota 
Finance, a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, 
AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 392536.

21 Lower monthly repayments compared to a similar term with no Guaranteed 
Future Value (GFV) or equivalent balloon final payment. Total interest 
charges will be higher if a GFV or balloon final payment is selected.

22 Applies to standard scheduled logbook servicing (normal operating 

conditions) for 3 years/60,000km (whichever occurs first) up to a max.  
6 services. Excludes Government and Rental vehicles. For details see your 
Toyota Dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage

23 The standard Toyota Warranty Advantage period is 5 years, with unlimited 
km, from delivery. Excludes vehicles used for a commercial purpose, such 
as taxis, hire vehicles and vehicles transporting people or goods for 
payment including rideshare. The commercial vehicle Toyota Warranty 
Advantage period is 5 years from delivery or 160,000km (whichever occurs 
first). See toyota.com.au/owners/warranty or your vehicle’s Warranty and 
Service Book for T&Cs. This warranty does not limit and may  
not necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.

24 The Toyota Warranty Advantage Extended Engine and Driveline coverage  
is for 7 years from delivery, provided your vehicle is properly serviced and 
maintained per its Warranty and Service Book. Excludes vehicles used  
for a commercial purpose, such as taxis, hire vehicles and vehicles 
transporting people or goods for payment including rideshare.  
See toyota.com.au/owners/warranty for details. This warranty does not 
limit and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian 
Consumer Law.

25 Approved applicants only. Terms and conditions apply. Toyota Finance is  
a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL  
and Australian Credit Licence 392536.

26 Terms and conditions apply. This advice is general in nature and does  
not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before 
making a decision to purchase any of the insurance products you should 
consider the appropriateness of the advice taking into account your own 
objectives, financial situation and needs and refer to the current PDS and 
Target Market Determination for the relevant product available from 
participating Dealers, via our website at toyotainsurance.com.au or by 
calling 137 200. Toyota Insurance purchased in a dealership or via the 
Toyota Insurance National Customer Solutions Centre is facilitated by 
Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian 
Credit Licence 392536 as agent for, and on behalf of, the insurer. The 
insurer of Toyota Insurance is Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company 
Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282, AFSL 443540 (Adica). If Toyota 
Insurance is purchased online, the issuer and insurer is Adica. Our warranty 
insurance policies do not change or take away your rights under the 
Australian Consumer Law. Your right to claim under our warranty insurance 
policies for the benefits covered is in addition to other rights and remedies 
you have under the law in relation to your vehicle. However, you can  
choose to make a claim under any of our warranty insurance policies even 
if you have rights under the law.

27 Toyota Extra Care Roadside Assist is administered by Toyota Finance,  
a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181,  
AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 392536.




